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Chapter 100

Since the book, I have applied for Sanjiang every week. I know it's impossible, but if
you don't apply, you don't even have hope. Then Sanjiang politely said to me, "go to
code words, use punctuation marks indiscriminately, full of wrong words, and the
sentences don't work. Where's the b-face application!"

Every time I get hurt, my book friend gives me motivation“ The author is a minority.
He doesn't speak Chinese fluently. Please forgive me! "

"Author, can't you tell the difference between buying and selling?"

"Brother Dei, a horse with disorderly punctuation smashed the mobile phone!"

I solemnly declare here that it is not my fault that the starting system is not easy to use.
As for the rest, I'll keep silent!

The codeword is really tangled. It can neither be too exaggerated nor peaceful. There
are big guys in the group to urge more! I want to say, "don't you brag about joining the
group!"

"How many today?"

"Brother, two chapters!"

"Short and weak!"

I'm in tears. When I'm middle-aged, I'm going to pee my shoes in the wind. Can't I say
that!

ha-ha! Writing a book is the happiest thing for someone to read. When I don't want to
write, I also have the refueling and support of a group of book friends. It's warm in
winter!

Finally, I have to thank you for your limited space and can't write it all here! The
names are hard to beat, there are many symbols, diving, ugly avatars and tongue
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twisters. Don't blame me. This pot is not mine!!!

Long twilight into snow, huaqiandao, deep mountain old abbot, pray for enlightenment,
ugly people, less reading, XC bookworm, wave your heart, xxxaoqio, Da Kui, who
doesn't believe him, Jincheng's wind, crackling ~ sea 1958, natural and unrestrained de
force, lonely stars, thank you for your support all the way, too much to write.

This prayer is female! pretty really I won't lie to you, although I haven't seen it!

Finally, I have to thank my wife, "wife, this ranking is not divided!"

Finally, I'll report my achievements to you and recommend them all the way. The
ranking is pretty good! Officially go to Sanjiang on Sunday afternoon!
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